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Missionary Sowing Gospel of
Peace in Hurting City
While governments dither
and the world decries the
deteriorating situation south
of the U.S. border, one missionary and his co-laborers
are doing something about
it. Using the time-honored
concept that saturation of an
area with the gospel will beat
back the devil, they are seeding hundreds of thousands of
Bibles, Bible portions, Chick
tracts and other literature into
the city of Juarez, just across Christian merchants and shop keepers helped
sow the gospel seed in the neighborhoods.
the Rio Grande River from
El Paso, Texas.
Teams include missionaries, local pastors, shop owners, grocers, and lots of children
and teenagers from area churches. Astounding stories are beginning to come back from the
effort. Seven teens were able to hand out 4,000 tracts at a shopping mall in just two hours.
See Sowing Gospel... page 2

Chick Tracts a Core Tool In
Church Planting
As a 21-year-old new Christian, Jerry
Alford participated in the start up of a
Baptist church in north Florida that strategically used Chick tracts as one of its primary resources. This early experience with
Chick tracts would be the basis for future
missionary work in Venezuela. He writes:
One way to measure the success of
using Chick tracts is through the number of
churches that have been started using this
tremendous tool.
Upon arriving in the interior of Venezuela as a missionary, we immediately
prepared for the launch of a new church. In
our small, interior town on the edge of the
See Church Planting... page 10
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Sowing Gospel...
From page 1
A local church handed out 12,000 Chick
tracts in one week. The whole church got
involved working busy intersections, parks
and walking the streets in the neighbor-

A Christian merchant in Juarez,
Mexico displaying Chick tracts.

hoods. Their children were particularly successful in getting people to take the tracts.
Christian shop owners are encouraged to
place a display of tracts and Bibles on the
counter for customers to take.
One dramatic story came from a believer
who had an assortment of tracts in a basket at his roadside stand where he cooked
and sold hamburgers. One mean-looking
customer demanded a hamburger and was
handed a tract picked at random from the
basket to read while the burger was cooking.
When the order was ready, the customer
had finished the tract and was visibly shaken. He told the brother that he was one of the
local hit men in the area and he had killed
four people so far that day and had two
more to go. The tract that had been handed
to him was El Pistolero (Gunslinger), and
See Sowing Gospel... page 8

How to Deal with Sin:
Christian-Muslim Contrast
This month, when U.S. Representative springs up in their neighborhood. So what
Peter King organized hearings on the is the bottom line here? Lauren Green,
radicalization of Muslims in the U.S. he religion correspondent for Fox News says
ignited a furor. The hearings were born it is sin. Green asks the question in the
out of concern over recent arrests of U.S. headline of her March 10 article: Is There
Something in Islam that Makes
citizens who had converted to
Believers More Susceptible to
Islam and were plotting or hadd
Radicalization?
carried out terrorist acts.
Green points out that the basic
Muslim advocacy groupss
difference between Islam and
accused King of promoting
g
Christianity is the handling of
“Islamophobia,” generating hatee
sin. Islam is like all other unbibfor all Muslims for the mis-lical religions: salvation from sin
deeds of a few. King claims hee
is earned by ritual prayers, good
only wants to determine how
w
works, and promotion of the reliextensive the radicalization iss
gion, often by violence.
and challenge the “moderate””
By
contrast,
ChristianMuslim community to step upp
#1259 - $12.95
ity provides salvation as a free
and counter it. He points to the
256 pages
gift, divorced from any effort
lack of general Muslim outrage
paperback
required to earn it. Religious
over incidents such as the 13
fellow soldiers shot to death by Major activity is the result of a loving response
to the free gift, not part of a requirement
Nidal Hasan.
This political confusion is paralleled for salvation. And, this “loving response”
in the church. Some “Christian” leaders is another contrast with Islam. In fact, as
are reaching out to partner with Muslim Green points out, the key difference is the
leaders to promote “understanding.” Oth- central figure in each religion, Muhamers are simply ignoring them. Even Bible
See Dealing with Sin... page 7
believers seem stymied when a mosque
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#171 - $12.95
256 pages - paperback

“It is just as pagan to worship the
wrong god as it is to worship no god
or to worship a whole pantheon of gods.”
—Evangelist Lester Sumrall
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‘Secrets’ You Can Use
in Witnessing to Mormons
One day, 11-year-old Cindy Benson was
secure in her sixth generation Mormon
family; the next day devastation struck
when her 53-year-old father brought home
a 15-year-old second wife. He explained
that it was necessary for him to do that to
“fulfill the law of progression towards his
own godhood.”
Born into Mormonism, she knew no other
religion or culture, but looked forward to
serving as a Mormon missionary, marrying a
“wonderful Mormon man,” having children
and eventually “live forever in our celestial
kingdom as a goddess,” along with her
eternal husband.
Originally a traditional Mormon family,
her father began reading early writings of

Joseph Smith and left to join a splinter group
that still practiced polygamy. This began
Cindy’s disillusionment with the religion.
Searching for truth on her own, she
discovered that the Book of Mormon stated
that polygamy was “abominable” and that
God commanded to have only one wife.
(See Mosiah 11:2 and Jacob 2:24 and 27.)
Delighted, she wrote her father a letter
hoping that he would see his error and
return home. He replied that another sacred
Mormon book, Doctrine and Covenants,
stated that polygamy was the “new and
everlasting covenant,” and that this
superseded the Book of Mormon. Cindy
See Mormon’s Secrets... page 12

Foreign Language Tracts—A Whole
New Joy!
“I have been giving out Chick tracts for over 30 years and was
pretty sure I’d gone through all the different ways to use them,”
writes prison Chaplain Dann Slator. “I gave out equal amounts of
Spanish and English tracts in my 18 years as a volunteer prison
chaplain, but for the last five years I can’t believe how
much joy I get out of these foreign tracts,”
About 5 years ago, he says that the Lord showed him
this additional way. Noticing that the California culture
included an increasing variety of foreign languages, he
began to take with him some of the 100 non-English
titles that Chick Publications carries. He would fill his
pockets with the most common languages and stock his
car with others that he thought he might need.
Above: Two bags of
He began to study the people to try to figure out their
foreign language tracts in nationality so he could hand them the right language
alphabetical order. Below: tract. If not sure, he would fan out three or four titles
You can easily thumb in his hand and ask the person if they recognized any of
through them until you find the languages. When he had guessed right, the person’s
the right language.
face would light up as he reached for the right tract.
If they said “no,” he would ask their language and
if he had one in his pockets, give them the gospel
in that language.
If he did not have one with him, he would ask
them to wait a minute while he retrieved one from
his car. He keeps about 30 languages in his pockets
and another 30 in the car. “A lot of times, when I
See Foreign Tracts page 11
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HEADING OUT ON VACATION?

While you are out on vacation, you will
cross paths with many new people,
most of whom you will never see again.
It takes almost no time to witness to
them. Just give them a warm smile and
a Chick tract.
Turn your vacation into an evangelistic
adventure. The kids will even make a
game out of it. Chick tracts make it so
easy.

CHICK TRACTS

GET READ!
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Persecution Against Christians
Rising Worldwide

Many end-time prophecies are falling
into place with the rapidly changing world
events. One is that the night is coming
when no man can work. One writer
estimates that “Christians are facing some
sort of harassments in two-thirds of all
countries.”
These “harassments” range from verbal
abuse to burned churches (sometimes
with Christians inside), to imprisonment
or death.
As a block, the countries dominated by
Islam are the worst. Even the “moderate”
Muslim nations have for years built a wall
against entry of the gospel. Saudi Arabia
is a classic example with not a single
church building in the whole country.
The turmoil in the Middle East is not
42c

helping the Christians there. Persecution
is rising and believers are fleeing their
homelands to try to find safety in other
countries. But many have nowhere to go
and no way to get out.
Countries such as Saudi Arabia and
Jordan that are supposedly friendly to the
U.S. are not tolerant to those who convert
to Christ. Ministries that work in Muslim
countries claim that there are thousands,
even possibly millions, of believers there.
Yet they are impossible to count because
they must hide their faith or be expelled
from their families and society. In some
cases they are killed, often by their own
relatives. One example is a father, Maher
See Worldwide Persecution... page 8

A couple of weeks before Christmas,
at a [church] meeting, a woman asked
me for some of the tracts. At that
moment I had only one Busted tract in
my pocket. I gave it to her.
Later, on a bus, she handed this tract
Truckers like these Chick tracts. I to someone. He was curious and asked
stopped at a truck stop and handed one what this was about, and she explained
the salvation message to him.
to a trucker sitting at the coffee
But he couldn`t hear because
counter, which attracted the
of the noise in the bus. So,
interest of a couple more
she raised her voice and
truckers. I gave them a
he got the message about
Chick tract, too. Soon
Christ, the Saviour.
there would be a whole
But what she didn`t
coffee counter full of
know was the fact that
middle aged, burlyshe had reached all
looking truck drivers
the others on the bus
sitting there reading
with the same message,
Gospel comic books!
because she had to talk
We have had truckers
loudly. She realized that when
getting saved almost every
G.E., Norway
Sunday. Next month we should be getting she had finished.
a trailer put at the truck stop, donated by
Providence Baptist Church, that we can
Join the conversation...
use for a mobile chapel. Then we can have
more services, and do more counseling
find “Chick Publications”
and soul winning during the week.
on Facebook
H.L., Trucking for Christ, VA

AIL
CHICK MB
AG
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Sex, Evolution’s Nightmare!
By Thomas Heinze
“Where did males and females come
from? Creation, or evolution?”
Males are in many ways similar to
females of the same species. A few male
organs, however, are very different from
those in the female. If this were not the
case, reproduction could never take place.
The differences were purposely designed
by our Creator to work together. If males
and females were not both different and
compatible, we would not have been born,
strong evidence that God created both.
Let’s lay it out in an organized way:

1. Male organs could not have evolved
separately until they became functional.
2. Female organs could not have evolved
separately until they became functional.
Nevertheless, if even a single generation
did not have both males and females that
fit together and worked together, the whole
species would have died out!
Evolutionists believe that gradual, tiny
changes added up over time to produce
new organs. They can sometimes make
it sound reasonable that evolution might
have perfected things like hands and legs
See Evolution’s Nightmare... page 14

Dealing with Sin...
From page 2
mad and Jesus. Muhammad was a product
of his era of tribalism, rife with revenge
and violence. His book, the Qur’an, is a
compilation of philosophies of conquest,
plunder, and enslavement. Modern Islamic
“radicals” are simply acting out these
philosophies.
Jesus is the culmination of the story of
God reaching out to a rebellious creation
in mercy and love for those who would
respond to His overtures. The Bible is a
complete narrative, from God creating the
world to His continual dealings with mankind, and prophecy of how He will finish
the project. Free from coercion, man may
choose to obey God’s commandments and
prosper, or rebel and face disgrace and
eternal damnation.
This differing approach to the sin problem sets Islam miles
apart from Christianity. And, since this
“Judeo-Christian
ethic” is the foundation of the culture of
the Western World,
Muslim infiltration
has such a jarring
effect.
Until Bible believ#171 - $12.95
$12 95
ers realize these
256 pages
fundamental differpaperback

ences, they will be
largely immobilized by this befuddling religion. The
few soul winners
who are successful in converting
#1262 - $9.95
Muslims have used
160 pages
their respect for
paperback
Jesus as a prophet
spoken of favorably in the Qur’an. Since Islam teaches
that a prophet cannot lie, when Muslims
read of Jesus’ claim to be God, they are
stopped cold. How can they deny what
He is saying?
Mohammad Ghazoli, in his book,
Christ, Muhammad and I, describes in
detail his amazement when he discovered
the loving God of the Bible. Muhammad’s
Allah was just too capricious and inscrutable to be true. But this God made sense:
a loving Creator, free from violence and
force, offering eternal life freely to everyone who would love Him in return.
Other details of the contrast between
Muhammad and Christ, the Qur’an and
the Bible can be found in two other books
published by Chick Publications: Who is
This Allah and Anatomy of the Qur’ran.
Several tracts are also available for use
with Muslims or to teach about Islam.
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Sowing Gospel...
From page 2
he had a question: “Can God forgive someone like me?”
Before the brother could answer, the
man cautioned: “Think about your answer,
because if I don’t like it I might kill you,
too.” The courageous brother came from
behind his stand, put his arm around the
man and said: “Yes, God can forgive you,
He wants to forgive you, He died for you,
you need to repent of your sins and accept
Jesus as your Saviour and He will forgive
you. In fact the Father that you never had,
is here right now and wants to forgive you
and save you.” The hit man started crying
and prayed out loud to receive Christ as
his Saviour. He later threw away his pistol
and brought other men from his gang to
get more tracts and have them listen to the
gospel.
“Several former gang members have
been won to Christ and Chick tracts are a
great tool to open the door,” says Missionary Tim Urling. “Gang members come up
to me while soul winning and ask for different titles of Chick tracts. Many times they’ll
sit and read them right away.”
To reach the thousands of children, Urling’s team furnishes Chick tracts and Vacation Bible School materials. Somebody
Loves Me and A Love Story are favorites.

Vacation Bible School materials
for children in Juarez, Mexico
Urling says that the media has exaggerated the violence situation to include everyone, while the fact is, 99% of the violence
is centered around the drug trade and those
involved. But with so many Mexican soldiers and Federal Police there, this creates
even more candidates for the gospel. “They
will eagerly accept the tracts and Bibles and
even ask for copies if they see them on your
car’s dash board when you are stopped at
various checkpoints.”
The next big campaign is scheduled this
May with plans to distribute 500,000 Bible
portions and over 100,000 Chick tracts.
Besides the local pastors and teams, they
need another 150 people to put more “boots
on the ground.” Anyone who would be
willing to help or pray can get complete
information at www.JuarezOutreach.com or
email info@JuarezOutreach.com.

Worldwide Persecution...
From page 6
El-Gohary and his daughter, Dina. For
years after his conversion to Christ,
Maher kept a low profile.
But when his daughter was required
to attend classes on Islam, he filed suit
against the government to be allowed to
list “Christian” on their ID cards so she
could opt out of the Muslim classes. Word
of his suit caused outrage in the country
that is 80 percent Muslim.
Maher had to go into hiding, moving
to a different location every month. He
petitioned the government to allow him to
travel outside the country and was given

the runaround for over 2 years until the
recent change in government.
In the turmoil, he managed to obtain
permission for them to fly to Syria where
they believed they would be able to
obtain a visa to enter the US.
Again, in spite of their well-known
case, the US embassy is delaying their
application leaving them penniless and
languishing. They worry that they have
moved from being prisoners in their own

See Worldwide Persecution... page 14
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#1283, 239 pages, $12.95
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#1275, 239 pages, $12.95

Does your church have a Spanish ministry?
If so, they probably buy Spanish Bibles to give to new converts. Many
Christians are unaware that the RV 1960 Bible contains many modernistic,
critical readings that actually change doctrine! Debate is heating up as
more Christians become aware of shortcomings in their Spanish Bibles.
This book gives the history of the Spanish Bible and explains the simple
reasons why the RVG 2010 is the only Bible you can trust.

New in Spanish
The story of the
conversion of a
Roman Catholic
priest.

#1276 - $14.95
368 pages - paperback
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Church Planting...
From page 1
jungle it was common to see vendors set up
a small table on a busy street corner to sell
their goods. It seemed like a great idea!
We set up a small table with several stacks
of Chick tracts and shared them freely with
hundreds of curious people who passed by. With the Chick booklets we were successful
in meeting dozens of new people and winning many of them to the Lord.
In addition to our street corner table, we went door-to-door evangelizing and even
ventured out into the savanna where there were no roads or bridges. Today, as a result
of the impact of these Chick booklet initiatives, there is a strong church in Caricara that
is expanding.
This church now has a Bible Institute, a large Bible Camp with several hundred acres,
and at least three other missions. Praise God for giving us tools like Chick literature.
Chick tracts are a valuable tool for placing the gospel in the hands of the lost, seeing the
salvation of many souls, and the planting of churches.
In Maracay, Venezuela, our strategy was to use five different Chick tracts throughout five different weeks. Each week,
we would visit the same homes with a
different Chick tract. During each visit
we would take time to present the plan of
salvation. Many repented unto salvation,
were baptized, and became the foundation
nucleus of the new Fountain of Love Baptist Church. It quickly grew to about 200
in attendance as we continued our Chick
tract strategy.
This same method has been used with
Pictured above and below are some people that have been saved and discipled Mount Nebo Baptist Church as well as
other new churches in the cities of San
with the use of Chick tracts.
Mateo, Barines, Mariana, Paraparal, Trujillo, etc.
Words cannot express the value of Chick
literature in our ministry. It has also been
a tool for discipleship as we used books
like Smokescreens, and The Next Step,
plus the large, illustrated Crusader Comic
Series.
Chick tracts have been and are my
number-one, core tool in over 20 years
of church planting activity. Why? It works! Thank you for publishing and supplying
Chick tracts to us and other missionaries. There is always a need for more Chick tracts
in church planting. In our ministry, we could use 100,000 tracts of one individual title.
Even now, we have a new church being born. Everyone is excited about what God
is doing. These four men pictured on the next page have been helping us distribute the
Chick tracts and as you can see in the previous pictures the people and children are very
interested in the literature. They rush up to us begging for more booklets to read. These
See Church Planting... page 11
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Church Planting...

From page 10
booklets have helped start this new church.
As always, God does more than we can
imagine or think. Recently, a small group
of 30 people in a neighboring town, who have been reading the Chick literature, asked
us to help them start a mission in their home and also on the Island of Margarita. Praise
the Lord. If you would like to get involved in this ministry you can write to: Jerry Alford,
Missionary to Venezuela, 3931 White Horse Rd., Greenville, S.C. 29611

Foreign Tracts...
From page 4
talk to someone in a market and I don’t
have that certain one with me, they will
follow me to the car to get one.” Dann
likes markets because some specialize in
supplying certain ethnic groups and he can
meet a lot of people who all speak the same
language.
He also saved enough to buy a special
printing of the tract, The Titanic. On the
back he personalized it with a small picture
of himself on a horse taken when he was
a young man. When he hands the tract to
someone he says, “That’s me on the horse
when I worked on the Matador Ranch in
Texas.” It makes it even more difficult for
the person to refuse the tract.

Dann sums up his life: “All I can testify
to is that it’s truly been a real joy for me
and my prison ministry that the Lord gave
me over 30 years ago; and I believe I’m
still in for more surprises.”
Dann’s early life is the subject of one
of Chick Publications Crusader Comics
series called Unwanted. Now over 80
years old, he looks back
marveling how the Lord
protected his life long
before he came to know
Christ. Rejected by a
dysfunctional family, he
became a hell-raising
Marine and cheated
death more times than
#119 - $2.25
$2 25
he can count. Finally
32 pages
comic book
cornered by the Lord,
See Foreign Tracts... page 12

Many Christians want to
provide Chick tracts to missionaries.
We can help!
We maintain an account called the Chick Mission Fund.
Although we are not legally structured as a non-profit,
and therefore cannot give tax-deductible receipts,
we definitely know how to get literature into missionaries’ hands.
They often write to us asking if anyone can help them get Chick tracts.
100% of the funds you send to this account
are used to ship literature to missionaries.
Just during recent months,
shipments have been provided for:
Ukraine

China
Togo
Pakistan
Chile
Zambia

Israel
Philippines

Paraguay

Russia
Netherlands

Germany
France

Trinidad and Tobago

Brazil
India

Italy

We have more requests than we have
funds. Will you help?
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Mormon’s Secrets...
From page 4
describes how she fought hard and long to stay with her heritage of
Mormonism, but eventually her husband got saved. Still convinced
that Joseph Smith was right, she set out to disprove her husband’s
faith. But the more she dug, the more Mormonism came up short.
Finally, she surrendered to the Jesus of the
Bible and, together, they began to reach out to the #1274 - $11
$11.95
95
deceived followers of Mormonism. One of the
208 pages
fruits of their ministry is a book called Secrets
paperback
Mormons DON’T Want You to Know, recently
published by Chick Publications. The format is simple: 162 “secret”
false teachings of Mormonism, followed by the truth, from the Bible or
common sense. These land mines provide the soul winner with a huge
arsenal to confront Mormons caught in their spiritual fantasy world.
#118 - $2
$2.25
25
32 pages
The contradiction that Cindy found when confronting her father is just
comic book
one of dozens of similar “secrets,” found in this book.
Each item is thoroughly documented from central Mormon texts including the Book
of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, Journal of Discourses, and various writings of the
officials of the “church.”
Exposed are beliefs such as the brotherhood of Jesus and Lucifer, God was once a man,
and at death, good Mormons inherit their own planet with dozens of wives who have spirit
babies to inhabit human bodies at birth.
Here are a few of the 162 other “secrets” revealed in this book:
Secret 18: Mormonism teaches that God is married, and a polygamist.
Secret 27: Mormonism says Jesus was born in Jerusalem.
Secret 38: Mormonism teaches that the Holy Spirit is a spirit man.
Secret 43: Mormonism says salvation by faith alone in Jesus Christ is “utter nonsense.”
Secret 58: One of Joseph Smith’s wives was 14 years old.
Secret 59: Joseph Smith taught that people lived on the moon.
Secret 70: Mormon writings were changed to cover up Joseph Smith’s occult practices.
Secret 112: Mormonism teaches that “eternal” punishment can last as little as one hour.
Secret 127: Joseph Smith was a high ranking Mason.
Secret 133: Mormon leaders hate Christianity.
Secret 144: Mormonism teaches that earth was conceived by its parent earths.
If a soul winner thoroughly studies this book, he will be well equipped to engage the
Mormons who come to his door rather than ignoring the doorbell. Also useful is the
paperback, Answers to My Mormon Friends and the Crusaders Comic, The Enchanter,
showing details of the life of Joseph Smith that most Mormons don’t know or refuse to admit.

Foreign Tracts...
From page 11
he refocused his life to challenging
even the roughest sinner to give up his
resentment and hate and submit to a loving
Heavenly Father.
Although the foreign language
tracts were developed with the help of
missionaries from around the world, they

now are very useful in our country where
the mission fields have come to us. Go
check out your neighborhood and see if
there aren’t a few markets that cater to
special ethnic groups.
You, too, will enjoy watching someone’s
face light up when they see the tract in
their own language. And who knows?
Maybe the Lord will use you and the tract
to break the pagan bondage strangling the
spirit of that person.
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IS MORMONISM CHRISTIAN?
A famous Mormon leader said:

“If we should take a million of worlds like this and number their particles, we should find that there are more
Gods than there are particles of matter in those worlds.”
—Journal of Discourses 2:345
A recent President of the Mormon church says:

“One of the most fallacious doctrines originated by Satan
and propounded by man is that man is saved alone by the
grace of God; that belief in Jesus Christ alone is all that is
needed for salvation…”1

Read what Mormons
really teach…
from their own words.
You’ll be shocked!

Paperback available from
Chick Publications.
Ebook available at
amazon.com

#1274 - $11.95
208 pages
paperback

Contains biblical answers to littleknown Mormon teachings.

1Spencer W. Kimball, The Miracle of Forgiveness, p. 206.
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Evolution’s Nightmare...
From page 7
that are similar for both sexes. But since
there is no decent evolutionary explanation
for the origin of males and females, their
whole theory of evolution falls apart!
We all know that a more highly evolved
female does not become a male; nor
does a male evolve to become a female.
Believers in evolution have no reasonable
explanation for the origin of either male
or female organs. Compounding their
problem is the fact that both males and
females would have to have popped up
in the same generation, complete with the
correct organs that fit each other and were
capable of reproduction!
Sexual reproduction could not have
evolved gradually over generations because
without reproduction there could never
have been even one generation. This is
true of both people and anything else that
reproduces sexually. In every generation,
males and females, whether people or
animals, had two possibilities: Their sex
organs worked or they became extinct.
The very different male and female sex
organs obviously could not have evolved
one from the other. Neither could they

have evolved separately over time! Each
depends on the other.
Sex is a great evidence that God, and
not evolution, created us. Read Genesis
chapters one and two to see how He did it!
Thomas Heinze is the author of two
paperbacks. How Life Began describes
the incredible complexity of even basic
forms of life and the myriad types of
building blocks used. With this evidence, he
shows that the probability of life forming
spontaneously in some primordial soup
is beyond calculation. In The Vanishing
Proofs of Evolution, he ticks off the basic
“proofs” that evolutionists use to make
their point and shows how each has been
debunked by true science.
In order to help someone understand
the problem with spontaneous life, Heinze
has written a 24-page minibook, In the
Beginning—Soup? It is small enough to
fit in pocket or purse and inexpensive to
hand to someone who is interested in more
information.
Heinze invites anyone who wishes
to discuss evolution to email him at
heinze@hevanet.com

Worldwide Persecution...
From page 8
country to being refugees in another.
As Maher found out, under the current
government, the United States no longer
lives up to its reputation of being a refuge
for the “huddled masses” even if, or
especially if, they are Christian.
Franklin Graham, son of evangelist
Billy Graham, states that, under the
current president, Islam is becoming a
favored religion in the U.S.
He told Newsmax, “The Muslim
Brotherhood is very strong and active
here in our country. We have these
people advising our military and State
Department.”
Coupled with the assault on Christians
by the sodomites, if Islam gets significant
power in the US, the last haven of religious

freedom is in jeopardy. As we see the
clouds gathering, we must consider more
carefully our witnessing strategy in these
last days.
Missionaries have discovered what
old-time revivalists like Finney, Spurgeon
and the Wesleys knew, that saturation of
a community with no-nonsense gospel
literature is a prerequisite for revival.
Believers with the resources are sending
tracts by the hundreds of thousands into
places like Mexico and the Philippines.
They understand that any surplus left in
banks in America on judgment day will
reflect on their stewardship.
This saturation tactic also works well
anywhere unbelievers dominate, even in
“post-Christian” America.
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A M ESSAGE

FROM

J ACK C HICK ...

Dear ones in Christ,
400 years ago in 1611, the words of God —an exact translation
to English of the words written by inspiration of God, through Paul,
James, Matthew, Mark, Moses and the prophets— were published in
English in the 1611 Authorized King James Version. It has been the
book of books, loved by millions. This uncorrupted Bible, blessed by
God, was responsible for sweeping revivals and was loved by bornagain believers in the English speaking world.
But out of Satan’s Roman Catholic Vatican the war cry could
be heard, “Destroy that Book!” In Rome, nothing received more
hatred than God’s holy word. That war is still raging today, behind
the scenes. An ex-Jesuit priest told me that the Great Whore of
Revelation 17-18 had poured billions of dollars into ridiculing and
overthrowing that Book, producing many Catholic versions of their
Bible to push the KJV out of sight.
Did it work? Did Bible believers turn against the King James
Bible? Were the Roman Catholics able to push God’s treasure out
of our churches and homes? You bet they have —replacing our
birthright with a mess of pottage: Roman Catholic-influenced Bibles
like the NIV, the “New” King James, plus hundreds of other Catholicbacked translations in scores of languages. They pulled it off!
When you tell a Christian his Bible version is Roman Catholic,
notice the anger glaring back at you. This is a spiritual battle,
beloved. That’s why we’ve brought back a new, stronger version
of our tract, The Attack. This scripture applies to us today, “Whoso
despiseth the word shall be destroyed” (Prov. 13:13). We don’t dare
despise His word!
Thank God we are still allowed to read the King James Bible in
America. But for how long? You can be sure that’s the first thing the
coming one-world church will outlaw.
“And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and
lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh” (Luke 21:28).
Until He comes. Your brother in Christ,
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